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According to the Edelman Trust Barometer (2021), public trust in information sources 
has drastically decreased in America, except for museums. Since museums have historically 
spread propaganda through their communications, this multisite case study analysis of three 
American museums, the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and 
Culture, the American Museum of Natural History, and the Creation Museum, investigated how 
museum propaganda impacts public trust. After examining Twitter posts and responses to the 
three cases, findings showed that even when museums did not intentionally spread propaganda, 
audience interpretations still led to a fracturing of trust. Recommendations for the field were 
developed from this conclusion, emphasizing the need for museums to have propaganda 
awareness, maintain authenticity, take action, and practice accountability. 
 
Keywords: propaganda, persuasion, public trust, museum communication, public 
engagement, audience interpretation, audience meaning-making, case study 
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Statement of the Problem 
 From a 2021 global study analyzing levels of public trust in information sources, the 
Edelman Trust Barometer (ETB) (2021) has reported that the world is currently battling an 
infodemic. In an infodemic, the majority of the public loses trust in information sources because 
of the presence of propaganda and misinformation. Edelman’s (2021) study included 27-market 
global averages for the general population, mass population, and informed public from 28 
countries. The study received 33,000 online survey responses from global citizens, ages 25-64, 
who were college educated and in the top 25% of household income per age group in their 
country. Of these respondents, only 56% reported trusting search engines as information sources. 
53% reported trusting traditional media sources (e.g., television, film, print media), 41% trusted 
in owned media (e.g., owned by a brand, such as a blog or a website), and only 35% trusted in 
information found on social media sites (Edelman, 2021). Additionally, Edelman (2021) found 
that only one in four respondents practice good information hygiene, meaning that they validate 
information and sources and ensure that only credible information is shared. Based on these 
results, Edelman (2021) has declared a worldwide information bankruptcy, or a shortage of 
trustworthy information and information sources. 
 Despite this infodemic, according to a number of American studies analyzed by 
Dilenschneider (2017, 2019, 2020) and the American Alliance of Museum’s Center for the 
Future of Museums (CFM) (2019), Americans consider museums as one of the most trustworthy 
sources of information. Reviewing data from a National Awareness, Attitudes, and Usage 
(NAAU) study, which gathers market perceptions of visitor-serving organizations, 
Dilenschneider (2019) found that public trust in museums existed even with respondents that 
were not regular museum visitors. Another NAAU study showed that during the COVID-19 
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pandemic and subsequent closure of museums, Americans still considered museums as a valued 
source of information, even when they were not physically open due to COVID-19 quarantine 
procedures (Dilenschneider, 2020). Based on this, trust in museums is not dependent on physical 
visitation to institutions or viewing of the museums’ content (Dilenschneider, 2020). Many 
respondents reported that they even look to museums to improve their communities and the 
world (Dilenschneider, 2019). 
 These reports suggest that American museums maintain public trust from most American 
citizens (CFM, 2019; Dilenschneider, 2020). Public trust is often defined in three ways when 
applied to museums (Edson and Dean, 1994; Tam 2012). First, a public trust is a museum’s 
organizing structure that dictates legal responsibilities, ensuring that the museum is maintaining 
all ethical and financial responsibilities (Edson & Dean, 1994; Tam, 2012). The New York State 
Board of Regents codified the term public trust, defining it as the responsibility of museums to 
hold and preserve assets for the benefit of the public (Tam, 2012). The American Alliance of 
Museums (AAM) (n.d.) further explains that museums are publicly owned and it is museums’ 
responsibilities to make services available to the public. Lastly, and most relevant to this study, 
Tam (2012) writes that leaders in the museum field have defined the term as “the trust and 
confidence that the public has given to the museum to collect, preserve, and make available 
works of art” (p. 862). Dilenschneider’s 2017, 2019, and 2020 studies refer to the latter two 
definitions of public trust, reaffirming that the public has placed trust in the services that 
museums provide. Additionally, “museums have the superpower of public trust,” 
(Dilenschneider, 2019) meaning that since the public trusts museums, museums have the power 
to persuade audiences to believe an idea (Hein, 2006, as cited in Ragsdale, 2009). 
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Hein (2006, as cited in Ragsdale, 2009) additionally states that through persuasion, or the 
reciprocal and transactional exchange of ideas through communication, and “the manipulation of 
things” (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019, p. 1), museums have the power to impact the feelings, 
behaviors, and attitudes of an audience. Museums use persuasion and communication in every 
aspect of their public interface (e.g., exhibitions, education, fundraising, advertising, public 
relations campaigns, collections, and architecture) (Ambrose & Paine, 2006), to reach their 
desired audience and achieve goals (Thompson, 1984). According to Bira (2018), museums 
manage their communication tactics to reinforce social identities and social practices, visitor and 
museum roles, and their existence as educational and authoritative institutions. Museums also 
communicate to educate, interpret, promote the museum, encourage visitation (Conte et al., 
2016), and to convey material, identify a target audience, and generate meaningful museum 
design (Thompson, 1984).  
Through persuasion and communication, museums are key parts of communities as 
influencers of culture, society, and identity (Schwarzer, 2006). As sites of power that popularize 
information through persuasion, museums impact the feelings and perceptions of visitors with 
curated narratives, or stories told in an impactful way to convey a desired idea (Valdeon, 2015). 
While persuasion is useful to museums for these reasons, persuasion is difficult to discern from 
propaganda, and museums often use persuasive techniques that some researchers consider 
propaganda (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Valdeon, 2015). For example, while Decker (2015) 
argues that fundraising is vital to secure needed funding for museums, Jowett and O’Donnell 
(2019) define fundraising as a form of propaganda. Additionally, while perceptions of 
propaganda tend to vary, the public’s perception of propaganda is often negative since it is most 
commonly identified in political contexts (Brewer, 2009; Koppang, 2009). This means that there 
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are many types of propaganda that exist in museums that may not be perceived by the public. 
Valdeon (2015) argues that for these reasons, publicly trusted American museums have the 
power to present a narrative that visitors will believe, which can result in the spread of 
misinformation and false perceptions.  
Golding et al. (2014) affirm that museums have long been recognized for their persuasive 
powers throughout history. Historically, it was not uncommon for museum curators and directors 
to manage information and collections to create varying perceptions of reality (Golding et al., 
2014). For example, in Russia during the early 20th century, museums were purposefully 
employed by the government to share manufactured historical narratives that promoted 
nationalism and an idealistic view of the government (Dianina, 2010; Zabalueva, 2017). In the 
People’s Republic of China, Denton (2005) writes that museums are often used to downplay 
class issues and promote commercial interests and nationalism. Additionally, traditional 
European style museums have historically promoted Eurocentric ideologies that misrepresent or 
fail to represent non-Western cultures (Fraser, 2019; Kreps, 2003). These ideologies have 
impacted the level of engagement museums have with diverse communities, resulting in a lack of 
trust or fracture of trust with many Americans, namely people of color (Fitzmaurice, 2018; 
Kreps, 2003).  
Smithsonian National Museum of American History (NMAH) professionals Patricia 
Arteaga and Nancy Bercaw (2020) addressed the difficulty of rebuilding trust with 
underrepresented communities through their program, “Transformative Politics: Undocumented 
Immigrant Activism 2000 to Present.” Following former President Donald Trump’s 2017 
decision to rescind Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), the museum’s curatorial 
team sought to create a program that shared the experiences of undocumented immigrants in 
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America. However, during the planning process, team members found they needed to address a 
number of questions: “How can the people we work with in their communities trust us as a 
federal institution? How do we build trust in order to redress past Smithsonian practices?” 
(Arteaga & Bercaw, 2020). In this case, team members found that Eurocentrism and lack of 
representation resulted in a fracturing of trust with the undocumented immigrant community that 
was difficult to retrieve. The Smithsonian NMAH program inspired further research into 
museum practices and public trust, resulting in this study. The following section further 
examines the purpose of this study in the context of the museum field and the current state of 
American trust.  
Purpose of the Study 
 While American museums are viewed as trustworthy sources of information in a time 
when trust in information centers are at record lows, research shows that museums also engage in 
propaganda and misinformation campaigns in their communications (CFM, 2019; Dianina, 2010; 
Dilenschneider, 2019; Fraser, 2019; Golding et al., 2014; Kreps, 2003; Zabalueva, 2017). 
Through Arteaga and Bercaw’s (2020) NMAH program, it was demonstrated that fractures of 
trust between museums and communities already exist and are difficult to mend. This study 
therefore sought to analyze current examples of propaganda and misinformation in American 
museums to illustrate how these examples have impacted the American public’s trust in 
museums as reliable sources of information. This study also sought to illustrate that propaganda 
and persuasion can often be confused and misidentified, leading to misunderstandings that 
threaten public trust. Therefore, the following research question was formed and investigated: 
 RQ: In what ways do propaganda and persuasion in American museums impact public 
trust? 




 This chapter examined the current landscape of American public trust and how museums 
fit into this paradigm. This chapter also addressed the purpose of this study and what it sought to 
accomplish. In Chapter 2, a presentation of scholarly and professional literature reveals several 
themes, including the complex relationship between propaganda and persuasion, museums and 
communication, and museums and audience interpretation. This chapter also explores a gap in 
the literature that fails to acknowledge propaganda in museums in present day. Chapter 3 details 
the multisite case study research methodology, data collection, and data analysis techniques used 
to investigate the research question. This investigation led to a series of complex findings 
presented in Chapter 4, followed by recommendations and implications for the field examined in 
Chapter 5. 
  





 In order to understand the complex relationship between museums and propaganda, a 
review of scholarly and professional literature was conducted to assess current understandings of 
propaganda, persuasion, museums, and audience interpretations. Online library databases were 
accessed to identify journal articles, books, essays, and other publications that analyzed emergent 
themes. The review of the literature revealed the difficulty in determining whether the presence 
of propaganda in American museums has a positive, negative, or neutral impact on Americans’ 
trust of museums. The review led to the formation of the following research question: 
 RQ: In what ways do propaganda and persuasion in American museums impact public 
trust? 
To understand propaganda’s impact on American museums, it is important to first understand the 
history and historiography of propaganda, the difficulty in defining propaganda, and the complex 
relationship between propaganda and persuasion.  
History and Historiography of Propaganda 
Propaganda, as a defined practice, dates to the 17th century Sacra Congregatio de 
Propaganda Fide, a Vatican organization that used propaganda to disseminate Christian beliefs 
through missionary work and similar practices (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). According to Jowett 
and O’Donnell (2019), the Roman Catholic Church’s usage of the Propaganda Fide to oppose the 
Protestant religion in Britain and extend their influence associated the word propaganda with 
deceit, distortion, and manipulation. Despite this association, Ellul (1965) and Jowett and 
O’Donnell (2019) state that propaganda researchers must abandon all preconceived notions, 
moral judgements, and ethical considerations and approach the topic with neutrality. Researchers 
must study the propagandist as an actor in society, rather than conducting a psychological 
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analysis of the influence of propaganda messages (Ellul, 1965). In addition, Jowett and 
O’Donnell (2019) state that a researcher must study propaganda (a) after abandoning all 
assumptions of the term and (b) after gaining an understanding of the history, historiography, and 
nature of propaganda in its creation, existence, and dissemination. 
While the term propaganda is tied to the Vatican’s Propaganda Fide (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019), propaganda as a communication and persuasive method has existed since 
prehistoric times (Taylor, 2003). Many ancient civilizations used propagandistic architecture and 
sculpture, such as the Egyptian pyramids or Greek temples, to celebrate or boast the strength, 
wealth, and power of their kingdom (Tal & Gordon, 2016; Taylor, 2003). In Babylon and 
Assyria, orators disseminated propaganda through heroic poems, hymns, stories of war triumphs, 
or falsehoods of a king’s greatness (Taylor, 2003). Religious ideologies conveyed through 
omens, prophecies, and oracles were often used to convince a kingdom to support a war effort or 
leader (Taylor, 2003). During the Dark Ages (500 CE-1000 CE), after the fall of the Roman 
Empire, leaders struggling to hold power used propaganda to maintain social order (Taylor, 
2003). Not until the 18th century French Revolution would propaganda become used in social 
and political contexts rather than religious, a practice that continued through the following 
centuries (Diggs-Brown, 2012; Fitzmaurice, 2018; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Koppang, 2009). 
Propaganda During World War I 
 Tal and Gordon (2016) state that the use of propaganda was minimal in English speaking 
countries prior to World War I (WWI). According to Fitzmaurice (2018), WWI additionally 
associated propaganda with political motives rather than religious, “reflecting the shift in societal 
power from Church to State” in the early 1900s (p. 64). Early 20th century revolutions in 
communication methods allowed for propaganda to be spread on a larger scale (Taylor, 2003). 
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As citizens became desperate to remain updated on WWI and world affairs, the developing and 
increasingly popular newspaper industry and wireless telegraph gave those with increased 
literacy and leisure time widespread access to information and propaganda (Taylor, 2003). The 
Committee on Public Information (CPI), an American government propaganda organization 
created during WWI, was the first to use mass media in propaganda dissemination (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019). The CPI circulated propaganda posters, news articles, and other storytelling 
methods to systematically shape perceptions, arouse hatred for the enemy, and encourage the 
American public to contribute supplies or money to the war effort (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). 
With the rise of communism in Russia after the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, governments around 
the world began to use propaganda to argue the superiority of either the communist or capitalist 
systems (Taylor, 2003). 
Propaganda After World War I 
Brewer (2009) states that American government officials have historically relied on 
wartime propaganda to convince the public that war is necessary for their safety, homeland 
protection, and economic interests. Following the end of WWI, media outlets revealed the CPI’s 
large-scale propaganda campaigns and manipulative tactics used during the war, causing the 
American public to fear and distrust the U.S. government (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). At this 
time, American skepticism of information sources heightened, making propaganda dissemination 
difficult (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). In response to American distrust, as World War II (WWII) 
(1939-1945) began, President Franklin D. Roosevelt used transparency and manipulated 
messages based in truth to reach Americans skeptical of government propaganda (Brewer, 2009). 
WWII propaganda in America relayed the atrocities occurring in Nazi Germany and fascist Italy 
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and amplified anti-Japanese sentiments through photographs and firsthand accounts of the 1941 
Pearl Harbor attack (Brewer, 2009). 
According to Koppang (2009), despite negative perceptions, propaganda in America 
generally went undetected or unquestioned, except for short periods following both World Wars 
when media outlets brought attention to wartime propaganda. As the Cold War between the 
Soviet Union (USSR) and the United States began after WWII, an ideological war began 
between capitalism and communism (Taylor, 2003). The USSR used propaganda to instill a fear 
of the West into nations under their influence, while the United States used Soviet totalitarianism 
and lack of freedoms to instill a fear of communism into their realm of influence (Taylor, 2003). 
Knowing that propaganda was viewed as negative by the American public, propagandists in the 
American government associated the term with communism to discourage scholars from 
exposing their campaigns (Brewer, 2009; Koppang, 2009). Scholars and historians seeking to 
examine propaganda’s existence in America were labeled as communist sympathizers with anti-
American sentiments (Brewer, 2009; Koppang, 2009). According to Koppang (2009), to keep 
propaganda studies alive, the term propaganda was removed from the scholarly lexicon and 
replaced with terms like rhetoric and other communication theories/studies that allowed for 
scholars to study propaganda discreetly.  
The Cold War Period 
 The fear of nuclear attacks during the Cold War was essential to the Soviet Union and the 
United States to justify the development of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). The 
dissuasion of mutual destruction persuaded Americans that WMDs were essential as a defensive 
strategy (Taylor, 2003). Throughout the 1950s-1970s, the American government justified war in 
Southeast Asia using President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s domino theory, a fear-instilling 
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propaganda campaign that rationalized intervention in emerging communist countries (Brewer, 
2009). During this period, propaganda appeared in television, film, newscasts, advertising, 
posters, and presidential speeches (Brewer, 2009; Taylor, 2003). Taylor (2003) states that during 
the Vietnam Conflict, often called the Television War due to its high television coverage, the 
American government often utilized the Kuleshov Effect, a Soviet propaganda technique that 
purposefully juxtaposes chosen images to narrow interpretive choices and create a desired 
interpretation from an audience (Auerbach & Castronovo, 2013). The government’s efforts, 
however, backfired as news broadcasters showed the truth and brutality of American actions in 
Vietnam, causing American people to show antipathy for the war and distrust of the United 
States government (Taylor, 2003). 
September 11th and the Reemergence of Propaganda Recognition 
 It was not until President George W. Bush’s War on Terror campaign, used to justify 
intervention in the Middle East, that many Americans began to recognize propaganda’s existence 
once more (Brewer, 2009; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Koppang, 2009). This campaign was 
inflated after the September 11, 2001 (9/11) terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in New 
York City and the Pentagon in Washington D.C. (Brewer, 2009). Americans were persuaded that 
the war was necessary to prevent further destruction (Brewer, 2009). Brewer (2009) states that in 
the War on Terror campaign, President Bush and his administration resorted back to the 
censorship, exaggeration, and deceitful propaganda techniques that President Roosevelt 
abandoned after WWI. In more recent years, Henderson and Braun (2016) argue that the 
American government seeks to portray itself as a victim of propaganda rather than a 
disseminator. For example, Jowett and O’Donnell (2019) state that former President Donald J. 
Trump’s coining of the term fake news in reference to American journalism is now one of the 
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most recognized forms of American propaganda. Fake news can refer to actual inaccurate data or 
factual data de-legitimized by the Trump administration or newscasters and was often used to 
depict President Trump as a victim of propaganda (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). 
 The following sections present information gathered from scholarly and professional 
literature addressing the difficulty in defining propaganda and the complex relationship between 
propaganda and persuasion. 
Difficulties in Defining Propaganda and Persuasion 
A unanimous definition of propaganda does not exist in the literature due to contrasting 
understandings among scholars and the general public. Scholars debate on what constitutes as 
propaganda, the difference between propaganda and persuasion, and how propaganda is 
disseminated (Ellul, 1965; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). Some scholars argue that propaganda is 
necessary in society, while others debate its neutrality and manipulative tendencies (Tutui, 
2017). British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) journalist Nick Higham (2013; as cited in Jowett 
& O’Donnell, 2019), writes, for example, that while propaganda is common in repressive 
governments, it is also a vital method of information dissemination, a way to create a sense of 
citizenry in a nation, and can ensure public safety through signage (e.g., “wash your hands” 
posters in bathrooms). Definitions of propaganda, therefore, are subjective and depend on the 
interpretation of scholars and their intention to apply the word (Tutui, 2017). 
Defining Propaganda 
 Challenges in Defining Propaganda. Propaganda is secretive in nature, which gives 
scholars limited ability to define the true scope of a propaganda campaign, including truths about 
the propagandist(s) (a person or group spreading propaganda), their intentions, and their goals 
(Ellul, 1965). Multiple scholars argue that propaganda is the manipulation of true or false 
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information to change perceptions of an audience and achieve a predetermined goal (Henderson, 
1945; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Koppang, 2009; Laswell, as cited in Tutui, 2017; Lasswell, 
1935, as cited in Tal & Gordon, 2016). Scholars rarely argue that propaganda must depend on 
lies or deceit, and instead argue that propagandists can present honest, half-honest, or false 
information to persuade an audience (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Tutui, 2017). Koppang (2009) 
further states that an audience will not believe propaganda unless it contains some aspect of 
truth. Scholars also disagree on whether propagandists must hide their intentions (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019; Koppang, 2009). For example, Tutui (2017) writes that propagandists that 
thoroughly believe in the purity of the messages they are spreading may not need to hide their 
intentions.  
 Some scholars believe that propaganda has a goal of influencing the actions, opinions, or 
behaviors of a targeted audience (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Laswell, as cited in Tutui, 2017; 
Pratkanis & Turner, 1996; Qualter, 1965; Taylor, 1995), while others argue that propagandists 
seek to control the behavior of a targeted audience (Bernays, 1928; Doob, as cited in Tutui, 
2017; Fraser, 1957). One of the more famous believers of the latter definition is Edward Bernays 
(1928), who argues that a propagandist seeks to promote homogeneity in society through their 
influence or control (Koppang, 2009; Miotto, as cited in Tutui, 2017). Bernays, the self-titled 
“father of public relations,” states that propaganda is necessary in democratic societies to 
stabilize chaos (Kirsch, 2016). According to Bernays, members of a democratic society are 
inherently ungovernable due to their perception of their own freedom and power over a 
democratic government. Therefore, democratic nations should employ propagandistic public 
relation campaigns to encourage conformity and compliance (Kirsch, 2016; Tutui, 2017). 
Bernays argues that these campaigns can be conducted with truthful information and good 
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intentions, since the intentions of the propagandist determine the morality of propaganda (Kirsch, 
2016; Tutui, 2017).  
 According to Jowett and O’Donnell (2019), Koppang (2009), and Taylor (1995), 
propaganda dissemination is organized and systematic, usually stemming from a group of people 
in a position of power or influence. Most researchers agree that propagandists must have selfish 
intentions, since the desired response usually benefits the propagandist(s) in some way (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019). Tutui (2017) disagrees with this idea, stating that it is difficult to imagine 
every selfish act as propaganda. Lastly, several scholars write in their definitions that 
dissemination occurs through symbols; especially pictures, words, music, audio, and visual 
media (Lasswell, 1935; Pratkanis & Turner, 1996; Tal & Gordon, 2016). Koppang (2009), 
examining Walton’s Emotional Fallacy Theory, which examines the ways that propagandists use 
emotions to persuade, states that propaganda is the exploitation of emotional arousal through 
symbols or messages to elicit a desired response. 
Jowett and O’Donnell’s Definition of Propaganda  
This project refers to Jowett & O’Donnell’s (2019) definition of propaganda: “the 
deliberate, systematic attempt to shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and direct behavior to 
achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the propagandist” (Jowett & O’Donnell, 
2019, p. 6). When examining scholarly and professional literature on propaganda, Jowett and 
O’Donnell’s (2019) seminal work was consistently acclaimed and referenced by other scholars 
(Koppang, 2009; Pratkanis & Turner, 1996; Tal & Gordon, 2016). Jowett and O’Donnell’s 
(2019) definition is neutral in tone, maintaining that propaganda is inherently neutral until a 
propagandist or audience determines the meaning of a campaign. This neutrality was vital to this 
study because this study sought to determine the impact of propaganda on American public trust. 
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Jowett and O’Donnell’s (2019) definition is also broad in nature, although not too inclusive of 
communication methods that are not propaganda. Lastly, since this is a communication study, it 
is vital to use a definition that examines propaganda from a communication perspective, rather 
than psychological or sociological. Communication studies of propaganda examine propaganda 
messaging itself and how it was communicated to the public, rather than examining the 
propagandist on a psychological level.  
Types of Propaganda 
 Jowett and O’Donnell (2019) define seven types of propaganda that were examined in 
this study. They include white propaganda, black propaganda, grey propaganda, agitative 
propaganda, integrative propaganda, and subpropaganda. This study referenced these 
propaganda types, as well as Walton’s Emotional Fallacy Theory (Koppang, 2009) and the 
seven-devices framework of propaganda explained by Schettler (1950) and Sproule (2001) to 
explain and analyze techniques used by propagandists. 
 White Propaganda. White propaganda is a methodology closely linked to perception 
management, since it seeks to use specific interpretations of factual information to mislead 
perceptions (Brewer, 2009; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). The source of information is typically 
correctly identified, and the content of the campaign is usually accurate. White propaganda 
presents manipulated information that builds a credible and trustworthy relationship with the 
audience, conveying that the propagandist is the “good guy” (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019, p. 17). 
 Black Propaganda. In black propaganda, the source of information is either hidden or 
false, and the information spread is usually false or misleading (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). 
Black propaganda campaigns often contain disinformation, or information that is either false, 
incomplete, or misleading that is crafted to influence an audience’s perceptions. Since this 
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propaganda category does not rely on truths or half-truths, convincing an audience is difficult 
and heavily relies on the audience’s willingness to accept information (Jowett & O’Donnell, 
2019).  
 Gray Propaganda. Gray propaganda is the most common and widespread form of 
propaganda (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). The source of gray propaganda may or may not be 
correctly identified, and the truthfulness of the information presented is often unknown. In 
advertising, if a company inflates the usefulness, positive results, or benefits of a product, it can 
be considered gray propaganda. The source may be correctly identified, but the information is 
not known to be true (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). 
 Agitative Propaganda. Jowett and O’Donnell (2019) argue that propaganda often seeks 
one of two responses from an audience, resulting in propaganda that is agitative or integrative. 
Agitative propaganda seeks to rouse an audience to commit some type of change, whether it is in 
a behavior, opinion, or attitude.  
Integrative Propaganda. Integrative propaganda, in contrast to agitative propaganda, 
seeks to render an audience passive and non-challenging to information or an act that otherwise 
might cause controversy (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). Through agitative and integrative 
propaganda, propaganda takes form as an activated ideology that rouses an audience to action.  
 Subpropaganda. Subpropaganda, originally defined by Leonard Doob (1948, as cited in 
Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019) is propaganda that does not fit in standard definitions. 
Subpropaganda seeks to spread an unfamiliar doctrine or idea to an audience (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019). A propagandist may seek to establish a positive relationship with an audience 
over a long period of time, similar to practices in white propaganda. 
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 Walton’s Emotional Fallacy Theory. D.N. Walton (1992, as cited in Koppang, 2009) 
argues that propaganda messages often employ emotional fallacies, or arguments that manipulate 
the emotions of the audience to seem valid when they are not. Propagandists using fallacious 
arguments exploit the prejudices of an audience with the desired goal of rendering them unable 
to use reason to argue the propaganda message (Koppang, 2009). Walton states that there are six 
different kinds of fallacious arguments:  
• Argumentum ad Populum, an appeal to popular sentiment to target instincts of group 
think, or ‘mob appeal’  
• Argumentum ad Misericordian, an appeal to pity to persuade an audience’s emotions 
• Argumentum ad Baculum, an appeal to threats and fear that implies legal compulsion to 
follow the directions of the propagandist 
• Argumentum ad Hominem, the use of character assassination on an opponent to reduce 
their fanbase or following 
• Argumentum ad Auctoritate, giving proof from an authoritative figure to garner support 
• Argumentum ad Ignorantiam, an easy to manipulate argument that can be twisted to fit 
the desired outcome of the arguer (Koppang, 2009). 
 Seven Devices Framework of Propaganda. In 1937, the Institute of Propaganda 
Awareness (IPA) referenced the work of journalist and professor Clyde R. Miller to define  
seven common techniques employed by propagandists (Schettler, 1950; Sproule, 2001). Miller 
examined propaganda examples to determine common methodologies used to persuade an 
audience, gain trust of an audience, or trick an audience. The Seven Devices Framework 
includes:  
• Name Calling, the direction of negative attention to an opponent through offensive labels 
or names  
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• Glittering Generalities, the association of positive feelings with the propagandist(s) (e.g. 
“our party is the remedy for all evils”) 
• Transfer-Here, the association of propagandist(s) with something publicly respected or 
revered  
• Testimonial, the association of propagandist(s) with a trustworthy, revered, or 
authoritative source (e.g. a celebrity endorsement)  
• Plain-Folk, the propagandist’s association of themselves with the everyday people (e.g. 
“we are plain folks, just like you”); 
• Card Stacking, the use of distortion and omission to manage perceptions of the audience 
• Bandwagon, the encouragement of the crowd to follow the propagandist(s) “because 
everyone is doing it,” sometimes called ‘mob appeal’ (Schettler, 1950; Sproule, 2001). 
Propaganda and Persuasion 
 Propaganda, as a type of persuasion, employs similar methodologies and techniques as 
persuasion, such as (a) response shaping, an environment where a teacher may use education to 
shape the perceptions of a learner; (b) response reinforcing, reaffirming an audience’s attitudes; 
and (c) response changing, changing an attitude of an audience (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). As 
a result, propaganda and persuasion are often difficult to discern from each other (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019). Persuasion is a reciprocal and transactional exchange of ideas, where the 
persuader and persuaded both stand to have needs fulfilled (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Soules, 
2015). This varies from propaganda, where the propagandist alone gains something, although 
there are instances where this is not the case (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). Scholars debate that 
there are varying ways in which persuasion becomes propaganda: (a) when the audience does not 
have access to dissenting opinions or counterarguments, (b) when arguments employ false, 
deceitful, or incomplete information, (c) when a persuader has negative intentions, or (d) when 
the persuader has hidden intentions (Henderson, 1945; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Koppang, 
2009; Ragsdale & Brandau-Brown, 2014; Soules, 2015). 
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 When a persuader has hidden intentions, Jowett and O’Donnell (2019) argue that there 
are times when an audience allows themselves to be manipulated. An audience may offer 
“voluntary compliance” to believe a propagandist with hidden intentions when the message of 
the propagandist fits with their personal beliefs (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019, p. 36). Jowett and 
O’Donnell (2019) state that when a propagandist publishes messages that play into prejudices or 
self-interests of an audience, an audience accepts this manipulation since it fulfills their desires 
to have their prejudices spoken and reinforced. While the propagandist and the audience have 
their hidden needs fulfilled, the manipulation of the exchange designates the interaction as 
propaganda rather than persuasion (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019).   
 When debating what is propaganda or persuasion, advertising is often one of the biggest 
areas of disagreement. Jowett and O’Donnell (2019) and Ragsdale and Brandau-Brown (2014) 
argue that advertising is propaganda, since advertising is the proliferation of images with the 
goal of encouraging a response from an audience, where that response benefits the advertiser in 
the form of monetary gain (usually). While the audience gains something as well, such as a 
product, it is not guaranteed that the product will benefit the buyer in the way the advertisement 
has promised. Koppang (2009), however, argues that advertising is an act of persuasion, since 
advertisers are open about their intentions, which is usually to earn revenue. Jowett and 
O’Donnell (2019) counter that advertisers may have hidden agendas, as when some products 
advertised do not benefit the consumer as promised. As with propaganda and persuasion, 
distinctions on this matter differ depending on the scholar and the interpretation of the viewer. 
 The previous sections of this chapter presented scholarly and professional literature on 
the history and historiography of propaganda, definitions and types of propaganda, and the 
relationship between propaganda and persuasion. The following sections examine the history and 
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purpose of museums, providing necessary context surrounding the relationship between 
museums and propaganda.  
History and Purpose of Museums 
 Museums were founded to collect, preserve, and display works of art and history (Hein, 
2006). During the Middle Ages, art collections held in European high courts and churches 
consisted of religious art, objects, and international artifacts stolen during the Crusades 
(Alexander et al., 2017; Ragsdale, 2009). Collections reflected the status of the collector and the 
wealth of a culture or nation (Ragsdale, 2009). In the 16th century, European museums and other 
international museums following the European model were rarely open to the general public 
(Alexander et al., 2017). Eventually, 17th century university museums opened to students seeking 
education, while other museums remained exclusive (Alexander et al., 2017). Alexander et al. 
(2017) write that in the 18th century, in addition to art, museums preserved scientific creations 
and natural specimens to generate a framework for understanding the world. Architecture of 18th 
to mid-20th century museums mirrored temple and palace structures and conveyed national 
propaganda and power (Ragsdale, 2009). American museum professionals took inspiration from 
these museums, building similar structures throughout the 18th to 20th centuries (Dana, 1917).  
Early 20th century influencers like John Cotton Dana argued for the development of 
American museums as centers of education open to all members of society (Alexander et al., 
2017; Dana, 1917). Wittlin (1949, as cited in Alexander et al., 2017) writes that in 20th century 
public museums, open to people of varying education and class levels, curators felt that visitors 
did not appreciate their work, while visitors felt excluded from museum spaces. At this time, 
museums were not creating content for their communities, but rather content based on collection 
pieces or curator knowledge (Cameron, 1971). Low (1942), a mid-20th century museum 
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educator, argued that museums should focus on education and interpretation, rather than the 
presentation of collections, to better serve the public. It was not until later the 20th century that 
American museum professionals, such as Duncan Cameron (1971), began to argue on a larger 
scale that museums were public service institutions with a responsibility to serve the public. 
The Eurocentric Past of Museums 
 Orloff (2017) states that museums contextualize history, art, science, and urban 
knowledge to influence audiences. Throughout history, museums have based these 
contextualizations on Eurocentric ideals and perceptions (Kreps, 2003). This meant furthering 
narratives that placed European nations in positions of power and superiority over non-Western 
nations (Kreps, 2003). For example, Bazin (1967, as cited in Kreps, 2003), states that many 
researchers argue that museums began in Europe, despite records proving that museums existed 
in China and Japan centuries earlier. According to Weatherford (2010), the overwriting of 
historical events in non-Western parts of the world seeks to marginalize non-Western 
achievements and reduce their importance to global development. Fraser (2019), further argues 
that museum collections that misrepresent or fail to represent nonwestern cultures are 
emblematic of an imperialistic hegemony, when imperialist cultures seek to dominate the 
politics, societal, and cultural aspects of a colonized nation. In Indonesia, for example, museums 
today still struggle to form connections with Indonesian visitors due to their Western museum 
style inherited from the Dutch colonial period (Kreps, 2003). 
 In order to reinforce imperialistic hegemony in museums, Fitzmaurice (2018) argues that 
educational propaganda has been used to manage the storytelling of history. Lonetree (2012) and 
Cobb and Lonetree (2008) write that subsequently, decolonization, the inclusion of diverse 
voices in exhibitions, programming, and collections management and the removal of Eurocentric 
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practices and educational propaganda, is a current priority for many museums. Ames (1992) 
suggests that Eurocentrism in museums has also impacted collection practices, resulting in what 
he refers to as the “cannibalism and appropriation” of non-Western cultures (p. 3). In response to 
these practices, Eynon (2019) writes that some museums are focusing on repatriation, the act of 
returning stolen or looted artifacts to their rightful owners or home country. Repatriation has 
become a larger movement in recent years in hopes to improve relationships between museums 
and communities, museums and stewardship, and museums and research (Enyon, 2019). 
Museums Today 
 Throughout the 20th and 21st centuries, many museums have shifted their focus from the 
collection and preservation of objects to serving their communities (Anderson, 2012). Falk 
(2009) writes that museums feel socially, politically, and economically compelled to serve a 
wide audience. The American Alliance of Museums (AAM) and the International Council of 
Museums (ICOM), through their platforms, have similarly have emphasized the need for 
museums to act as public centers serving their communities through exhibitions, programming, 
and education designed for the museum’s specific audience (Weil, 1999). Anderson (2019) also 
writes that for museums to remain relevant, they must have the ability to create experiences that 
are meaningful, impactful, and respectful to a diverse audience. Levitt (2015) similarly states that 
museums are working toward cosmopolitanism, or the curiosity and courage to engage with 
different perspectives and ideas. Museums that make a difference in the lives of their visitors 
impact the level of public trust in museums and become of importance in society (Weil, 2002). 
Propaganda and Persuasion in Museums 
 Propaganda in Museums. According to Golding et al., (2014) throughout history, those 
in power, including museum professionals or even government leaders, have used museum 
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spaces to manage information, spread propaganda, and create varying perceptions of world 
history. While there is not one comprehensive study on the existence of propaganda in museums, 
historians have written accounts of individual cases of museums using propaganda to promote a 
specific narrative. For example, in Russia, throughout the late 19th century and early 20th century, 
museums were used to promote a nationalist narrative that sought to erase or deny Western 
influence on Russian culture (Dianina, 2010; Zabalueva, 2017). After the formation of the Soviet 
Union in 1922, anti-religious museums housed in former churches and cathedrals were used to 
promote atheism and diminish the political power of the Russian Orthodox Church (Teryukova, 
2014). Anti-religious museum propaganda, created by the Communist Party, presented 
traditional church spaces alongside scientific data that denied religious ideas (Teryukova, 2014). 
 In Portugal during the Estado Novo, a corporatist regime installed in 1933, temporary 
exhibitions in national museums were used to encourage nationalism and pride among 
Portuguese citizens (Lira, 2002). La (2014) studied the mid-20th century curatorial work of 
Herbert Bayer to understand how the Museum of Modern Art’s exhibition Road to Victory was 
used to portray an idealistic view of life America for people of color and poor, rich, and urban 
viewers. In the People’s Republic of China, Denton (2005) writes that museums are often used to 
downplay class issues, promote commercial interests and nationalism, and present a 
manufactured historical narrative that supports the communist party. In some countries, such as 
South Africa, before the end of Apartheid in 1994, museums presented a Eurocentric history of 
the nation that furthered political narratives and upheld societal racism and supremacy of one 
ethnic group (Nanda, 2004). 
Persuasion. Lasswell (1935, as cited in Tal & Gordon, 2016) and Pratkanis and Turner, 
(1996) argue that propaganda and persuasion are effective in museums when conveyed through 
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visual persuasion. According to Lau et al. (2017), museums can use visual persuasion to design 
exhibitions that elicit an emotional response, specifically outrage, to persuade and impact 
visitors. Museums also engage in visual persuasion in their architecture and exhibition spaces, 
since these are often designed to glorify the countries or cities that house them (Bello & 
Thibodeaux, 2013; Quenneville, 2019; Ragsdale, 2009). Allison (2018), Prescott (2019), and 
Davis (2016) argue that some American museums, monuments, and memorials use visual 
persuasion to reinforce or memorialize racial hierarchy and White supremacy, or exclude 
members of a community from a collective history through racist ideations. 
According to Thompson (1984), museums further reach audiences and engage in 
persuasion through education and the interpretation of exhibitions. Weil (1999) states that the 
appointment of museum educators in positions in the AAM has resulted in education becoming a 
prime responsibility in museums. Lord (2007) believes that museum education is informal, 
voluntary, and affective, generating a transformative experience for visitors. To enhance the 
effectiveness of education programs, Kelly (2003) states that museums research learning, 
persuasion, and developmental theory. Understanding this research, museum professionals now 
use experiential learning to encourage intrinsic motivation and curiosity in visitors 
(Csíkszentmihályi & Hermanson, 1995). Similarly, Monk (2013), referencing the philosophy of 
John Dewey, states that museums attempt to base experiential learning programs on the life 
experiences and pre-existing knowledges of visitors. Museums also educate through role playing, 
narrative learning, and improvised teaching methods which allow for students to associate 
meaning with a lesson (Chou & Shih, 2010).  
When communicating with the public, especially in museum education, Edson and Dean 
(1994) state that museums craft communication toward a target audience so that the messages 
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can be widely understood. Museums therefore have the power to persuade and impact large 
numbers of visitors, especially when communications are crafted for a target audience (Edson & 
Dean, 1994). However, even after conducting research into an audience, it is difficult to know 
how that audience will interpret museum communications (Falk, 2009). The next section 
explores the ways in which audiences interpret museum communications.  
Museum Audience Interpretations  
 Museums achieve their goals and fulfill their missions through persuasion and 
communication in exhibitions, educational programming, fundraising, advertising, public 
relation campaigns, collections, and architecture (Ambrose & Paine, 2006). Museums serve 
active audiences that seek out the persuader (in this case, a museum) to have their needs fulfilled 
(Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). Museums, as persuaders, must identify anchors, which are the 
beliefs, values, attitudes, or group norms of an audience, to base an argument (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019). According to Quenneville (2019) and McKenna-Cress and Kamien (2013), 
museums conduct audience research to establish these anchors and build audience-reaching 
programming. Audience research also aids in understanding the identities of visitors beyond their 
basic demographics to reach their identity-related needs, providing a framework for their 
experience that the museum takes part in persuading (Falk, 2009). 
 While museums conduct research into audience and community needs to make relevant 
and effective programming, Falk (2009) argues that museum visitors are difficult to interpret 
since every person comes to the museum with different passions and motivations. According to 
Christidou (2013), visitors arrive at a museum with personal experiences that stem from their 
personal cultural group and identity. With this identity, visitors engage with museum 
communications and have meaning making experiences where they interpret museum 
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communications based on identity, life experiences, and values (Christidou, 2013). While 
museum professionals can analyze the needs of their community to make relevant programming 
that fills visitor needs, Falk (2009) states that even when demographics are researched and 
understood, it is still difficult to gauge how an audience will interpret museum communications.  
Summary 
 This chapter addressed three themes that emerged from the review of the literature, 
propaganda and persuasion, museums and communication, and museum audience interpretations. 
From this review, it was revealed that since propaganda is a subset of persuasion, and since 
propaganda lacks one unanimous definition, propaganda and persuasion are difficult to discern 
from each other and are often mistakenly identified (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Tutui, 2017). 
While the morality of propaganda is subjective to the intention of the propagandist, the public 
overwhelmingly views the practice as negative (Brewer, 2009; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; 
Koppang, 2009). The literature also revealed that since 9/11, Americans are more likely to 
recognize and reject propaganda in society (Brewer, 2009; Koppang, 2009). Lastly, although 
propaganda exists in American museums, scholarly literature that analyzes these cases is difficult 
to find and rarely acknowledges cases that are happening in present day. This means that there 
are few to no studies that examine propaganda in American museums post-9/11 and how this 
propaganda impacts museums’ relationships with their visitors.  
 Therefore, the review of the literature led to the formation of the following research 
question:  
 RQ: In what ways do propaganda and persuasion in American museums impact public 
trust? 
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 Chapter 3 presents a detailed account of the methodology and analysis process used to 
explore this research question formulated from the review of the literature. Chapter 4 then details 
findings stemming from multiple case studies analyzing the existence of propaganda in 
American museums. In the culminating chapter, findings from the research are discussed in the 
context of the literature reviewed, and implications and recommendations for the field are 
outlined. 
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Chapter 3  
Methods 
Introduction 
 This project sought to convey how propaganda and persuasion in American museums 
impact the public’s trust in museums as honest sources of information. The review of the 
literature revealed that although the morality of propaganda is subjective to a propagandist’s 
intentions (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Tutui, 2017), due to the historic usage and presence of 
propaganda in society, many in the public perceive propaganda as inherently negative (Taylor, 
2003). Therefore, to determine the impact of propaganda on public trust, a multisite case study 
analysis using qualitative textual, content, and triangulated analyses was conducted on three 
American museums: The Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and 
Culture in Washington D.C., the American Museum of Natural History in New York City, and 
the Creation Museum in Petersburg, Kentucky. The project sourced internal museum data from 
publications, exhibition reports, and archives, as well as external supplemental data from social 
media sites, statistical demography surveys, museum trend reports and historical sources. 
Through this, the following research question was investigated and informed: 
 RQ: In what ways do propaganda and persuasion in American museums impact public 
trust? 
 For this study, a qualitative multisite case study analysis was determined as the 
appropriate research method due to its interpretive nature and ability to provide thick and rich 
descriptions of a phenomenon occurring within a bounded system (Farquhar et al., 2020; 
Merriam, 2014; Mills et al., 2010; Smith, 2018; Yin, 2018;). Comparative content and textual 
analyses were chosen as appropriate data analysis procedures for their systematic approach to 
analyzing data (Shreier, 2012). This chapter further details and provides rationale for the 
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research method, data collection, and data analysis techniques employed over the one-month 
period between January 2021 and February 2021 that this study was conducted. This chapter also 
details limitations of this study that stemmed from the international COVID-19 pandemic, 
availability of consistent data, and the nature of case study research, data collection, and 
propaganda itself. 
Method Description and Rationale 
 The five qualitative research methods include narrative, phenomenology, ethnography, 
grounded theory, and case study. In narrative research, the life and lived experiences of an 
individual are studied to understand an aspect of the world or the individual’s self-perception 
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). Phenomenology studies examine common characteristics and themes 
within a phenomenon to better understand it (Creswell, 2007). Similar to narrative studies, an 
ethnography researches the lives and lived experiences of a culture or ethnic group (LeCompte & 
Schensul, 1999). Grounded theory studies generate new theories on processes, actions, or 
interactions (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Schroth, 2019). Lastly, according to Yin (2018), case study 
research investigates a phenomenon within its real-life context. After examining the five 
qualitative research methods, case study was determined as the appropriate research method for 
this project. The following sections detail additional characteristics of case studies that aided this 
determination.  
 According to Merriam (2014), Smith (2018), and SAGE (2014), case studies are often 
particularistic, descriptive, and heuristic since they examine one particular case or phenomenon, 
employ descriptive and data-rich findings, and encourage the use of the researcher as an 
instrument in the study. Yin (2018) states that case studies answer how or why questions, fitting 
the research question guiding this study. Yin (2018) also states that case studies investigate 
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contemporary phenomena rather than historical so that the researcher can place themselves into 
the real-life context of the case. This study also employed elements of an instrumental case 
study, which designates the cases themselves as secondary interest to the phenomenon being 
studied to support the interpretation and understanding of the phenomenon (Merriam, 2014). In 
addition, a multisite case study using a variety of case types increased the validity and stability of 
findings, allowing for generalizable and replicable results (Farquhar et al., 2020; Merriam, 
2014). Generalizable results can be applied to a broad number of cases, and replicable results are 
easily recreated when a future study undergoes similar or identical research methods to this study 
(Creswell & Poth, 2018; SAGE, 2014).  
 A case study is conducted within the restraints of a bounded system, or a unit of 
measurement that has established boundaries (Farquhar et al., 2020; Merriam, 2014; Smith, 
2018; Yin, 2018). For this study, the bounded system included museums within the United 
States, where exhibitions, programs, educational tools, and publications under study were created 
or brought to public attention after September 11, 2001 (9/11). This bounded system was 
determined in consideration of multiple factors. Museums in America were chosen because they 
are viewed by the American public as one of the most trustworthy sources of information (CFM, 
2019; Dilenschneider, 2017, 2019, 2020). As stated in the review of the literature, the 9/11 
terrorist attacks and George W. Bush’s War on Terror campaign began a re-emergence of 
propaganda recognition in America, making Americans more prone to recognize and reject 
propaganda than in prior years (Brewer, 2009; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Koppang, 2009). 
Therefore, to appropriately interpret the public’s perception of propaganda and persuasion in 
museums, it was necessary to chooses cases that occurred after 9/11. 




 Museum cases selected in this study included examples of propaganda in museum public 
engagement, such as in exhibitions, wall texts, and publications. These cases were identified 
after examining library databases, Google search results, and newspaper articles. When 
analyzing existing case studies on museum propaganda, it was discovered that most studies 
focused on cases that occurred 10-100 years prior to when the study was conducted. This made 
identifying present examples of propaganda in American museums difficult. Therefore, when 
choosing cases for this study, the researcher identified cases that exhibited propaganda 
characteristics defined in Jowett and O’Donnell (2019), and where the public determined that the 
museum was presenting propaganda. Three American museums were identified and examined: 
The Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington 
D.C., the American Museum of Natural History in New York City, and the Creation Museum in 
Petersburg, Kentucky.  
 Case 1: Talking About Race at the Smithsonian National Museum of African 
American History and Culture in Washington D.C. The “Talking About Race” portal is a 
2020 virtual initiative of the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and 
Culture (NMAAHC) to create a space to discuss topics of racism and racial identity and their 
impact on society, culture, politics, and economics. On May 31, 2020, the museum released a 
graphic on the virtual portal that some Americans classified as racist propaganda (McGlone, 
2020). The graphic, titled “Aspects and Assumptions of Whiteness and White Culture in the 
United States,” was a chart that defined characteristics and traits common in White American 
culture that have been normalized as American values, despite not representing the entirety of 
the American population. 
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 Case 2: Recent Climatic Changes and Extinctions at the American Museum of 
Natural History in New York. In January of 2018, a plaque titled “Recent Climatic Changes 
and Extinctions” at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) featuring misinformation 
relating to climate change was brought to public attention through a tweet from Jonah Busch, an 
environmental economist (Potenza, 2018). While the museum claimed to not have intentionally 
shared propaganda, this study analyzed public responses from when Busch’s claim was 
originally made to gauge the impact on the publics’ trust.  
 Case 3: The Creation Museum in Petersburg, Kentucky. According to its mission 
statement, the Creation Museum (CM) in Petersburg, Kentucky “shows why God’s infallible 
Word, rather than man’s faulty assumptions, is the place to begin if we want to make sense of 
our world” (Creation Museum, n.d.). The museum shares information relating to Creation, the 
Bible, and the Young Earth Creationist religion, causing skepticism from some members of the 
public that do not believe in similar ideas. Therefore, this study analyzed how the public 
responded to a museum using a controversial source of information as factual data.  
Data Collection 
 According to Creswell (2007), case studies require an in-depth collection of multiple 
sources of information in the form of observations, interviews, audiovisual material, and textual 
data. Smith (2018) states that this data collection technique informs holistic and detail heavy 
findings, helping to reduce subjectivity and bias in a qualitative case study. In case studies, data 
sources include archives, direct observations, interviews, participant observation, and physical 
artifacts (Smith, 2018). Case study researchers, who are instruments within the study as 
observers, collectors, and interpreters of data, often use field notes to record observed data (Mills 
et al., 2010). Through studying existing case studies on propaganda in museums, internal 
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museum sources and external data sources were determined as relevant and informative based on 
the context they provided to those studies (La, 2014; Lira, 2002; Merriman, 2016).  
Internal sources included museum archives, websites, and museum publications (e.g., 
public relations posts, annual reports, and advertisements). These sources aided in providing 
context on the museum itself, its relationship with its visitors, and context regarding the example 
of propaganda under study. External sources included Twitter posts and responses and 
supplemental data providing context to the institutions, such as news articles, museum reports, or 
historical information. To gauge the impact of propaganda on the public’s trust of museums, this 
study collected public responses to Twitter posts that spoke on the cases under study. The 
determination to use only Twitter data was made after examining the ways that social media 
platforms are used by the public and the amount of consistent data available on each site. 
According to a Pew Research Center study (2019), 68% of U.S. adults use Facebook, 35% use 
Instagram, and 25% use Twitter. Adults overwhelmingly used Facebook more than other social 
media sites. While users ages 18-49 tended to use Instagram and Facebook, users over 65 tended 
to only use Facebook. 
 While this project originally sought to analyze four data sets (Instagram, Twitter, 
Facebook, and digital news articles), these data sets were not available in each case, affecting the 
consistency of the research. Cases 1 and 2 were first brought to public attention through Tweets 
from public figures and provided abundant comments. However, this meant that there was little 
or no correspondence on Facebook or Instagram regarding these cases. Additionally, while there 
were copious news articles written about Case 1, Case 2 was overshadowed in the media by a 
larger controversy at the AMNH that occurred in the same month. Lastly, since Case 3 is a 
smaller institution than the NMAAHC and the AMNH, lack of public awareness of the museum 
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resulted in few news articles examining it, whereas Twitter provided a great number of responses 
to study. Therefore, to prevent inconsistencies, this study referred to data collected from Twitter, 
which provided the most consistent data sets out of the four data sets. 
 The data collection process included first gathering information from internal museum 
sources to understand the example of propaganda under study, the museum itself, and the 
museum’s relationship with its visitors. All data was written in detailed field notes that explained 
the data source, the data itself, and its context. Once the case was thoroughly examined, data was 
then collected from external data sources and recorded in a spreadsheet. Sources were read 
through first and the details from the social media post or article were also written in the field 
notes journal. Data was collected in a spreadsheet and recorded with the data’s name, author 
name, source, and context. 
Data Analysis 
 This study conducted comparative content and textual analyses as well as data, source, 
and perceptual triangulation to form reliable, objective, and replicable findings. This research 
study employed data triangulation to engage in perceptual triangulation, or the framing of 
knowledge through the analysis of multiple data sources (Carter et al., 2014; Farquhar et al., 
2020; Flik et al., 2004). Triangulation is also vital to test the validity of information through 
converging different sets of data (Carter et al., 2014). Once data was gathered and interpreted, a 
systematic coding system that organized and sorted data was utilized to understand the 
relationship between museum propaganda and persuasion and public trust (Stuckey, 2015). Mills 
et al. (2010) and Auerbach and Silverstein (2003) state that researchers must engage in open 
coding, or the initial interpretive process of categorizing data collected, to then conduct axial 
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coding, when a researcher can then form connections and relationships between categories and 
subcategories of data. 
 According to Stuckey (2015), when coding, a researcher must read data to create a 
storyline, categorize data into codes, and then systematically organize and interpret it. In this 
study, sources of data were first scanned and vetted for their relevancy, reliability, and number of 
responses. Not every response posted to Tweets chosen were relevant to the original content of 
the social media post. Therefore, relevant responses were coded into a spreadsheet that split 
responses into categories, providing the researcher with statistical data showing themes, patterns, 
and meaning. Once responses were logged and split into their designated categories, the data was 
then coded via axial coding to determine themes and relationships in the findings. These findings 
were then converted into statistical data that allowed for objective interpretation. 
Limitations of the Study 
 This research process came with challenges and limitations due to the secretive nature of 
propaganda, the nature of case studies, and the availability of data. Ellul (1965) states that it is 
often difficult to identify examples of propaganda and the scope of campaigns when examining 
them in real time. Although Americans are more likely to identify propaganda today (Brewer, 
2009), propaganda in museum campaigns is rarely identified within ten years of its debut to the 
public. When using search terms like “propaganda in museums,” “propaganda in American 
museums,” or “examples of propaganda in American museums,” results only offered examples 
of museum exhibitions dedicated to propaganda or historic examples of propaganda that pre-
dated the years of the bounded system. These limitations meant that it was necessary to choose 
cases where the public determined the museum was guilty of engaging in propaganda, even if the 
museum did not intentionally seek to do so.  
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 Additionally, due to the interpretive nature of case study analysis, there is potential for 
bias, subjectivity, and findings that are unreliable and difficult to replicate (Creswell & Poth, 
2018; Farquhar et al., 2020; Merriam, 2014; Smith, 2018). Mills et al. (2010) identify that a 
limitation to multisite case study research is the limited probability that all cases will provide 
similar and comparable data sets. For example, Lira (2002), in a case study analyzing Portuguese 
museums during the Estado Novo, stated that the national importance of a museum, its location, 
its type, and the wealth of its archives impacted the findings of the study and resulted in the 
exclusion of a number of cases. Despite these limitations, Farquhar et al. (2020), Merriam 
(2014), and Mills et al. (2010) state that there are multiple actions researchers can take to 
minimize these limitations.  
Farquhar et al. (2020) encourage the use of triangulation and perceptual triangulation, or 
the employment of a variety of research methods and data sets, to reduce researcher bias and 
establish objective facts. Merriam (2014) similarly highlights the benefits of using multiple sites 
in a case study to vary results and stabilize findings. According to Mills et al. (2010), because 
case studies use large amounts and various types of data, the researcher is able to objectively 
code and analyze findings. Another limitation of this study was the inconsistency in archival 
material across institutions. Mills et al. (2010) state that a researcher must be conscious of the 
comparability of data sources when analyzing multiple cases. Not all museums supplied 
consistent information in their annual reports, requiring the researcher to seek out supplemental 
external data such as demography reports, trend watch reports, and public records.  
Summary 
 This study used a qualitative multisite case study analysis to generate findings that were 
rich in detail and reliable. The case study methodology best suits how and why questions and 
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enabled the researcher to use a wide variety of data to form conclusions (Yin, 2018). The usage 
of a variety of case types allowed for generalizable, concrete, and replicable results. Although 
case studies can be subjective in nature, by providing multiple sources and types of data through 
source triangulation, the researcher engaged in methods that reduced subjectivity and bias. Since 
the data consisted of texts and audiovisual materials, a comparative content and textual analysis 
was conducted to categorize findings and determine latent meaning within the data. Through this 
methodology, the following research question was investigated: 
 RQ: In what ways do propaganda and persuasion in American museums impact public 
trust? 
The following chapter presents the findings from this study, including emergent themes and 
relevant data examples. In chapter 5, conclusions, recommendations, implications for the field, 
and further limitations of the study are discussed.  
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Chapter 4  
Findings 
Introduction 
 This study sought to determine how propaganda and persuasion impact American’s trust 
in museums. Through a qualitative multisite case study, external data collected from Twitter 
posts and comments and contextual data was triangulated with internal museum data to inform 
findings on the following research question:  
 RQ: In what ways do propaganda and persuasion in American museums impact public 
trust? 
The study examined examples of propaganda and persuasion from the Smithsonian National 
Museum of African American History and Culture (MNAAHC) in Washington D.C. (Case 1), 
the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) in New York City (Case 2), and the Creation 
Museum (CM) in Petersburg, Kentucky (Case 3). This chapter presents findings and themes that 
emerged from a triangulation of internal and external data sets, open coding, and axial coding. 
Theme 1, Museum Communications, discusses subthemes of museum publications and museum 
public response. Theme 2, Audience Interpretations, examines subthemes of museum intent vs. 
public interpretation and propaganda vs. persuasion. The chapter begins with short descriptions 
of relevant Twitter key words necessary to understand the Twitter data. 
Key Words. Since this chapter presents data collected from Tweets, it is important to 
define relevant Twitter phrases and features. The definitions presented in the Twitter Key Words 








Twitter Key Words 
  
Note. Graphic created by Devon Mancini, terms gathered from Twitter's Term Glossary (2021). 
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The findings presented in the following sections are examined through two emergent 
themes: Museum Communications and Audience Interpretations. This examination begins with 
Theme 1: Museum Communications, which discusses contextual information on each case 
gathered from internal museum data sets. These data sets included museum websites, annual 
reports, public relations content, and digital content. Additionally, this section examines the 
museums’ intentions, followed by a presentation of the museums’ responses to the public 
through social media after outrage was expressed.  
Theme 1: Museum Communications  
Subtheme 1: Original Museum Publications 
  Case 1: Aspects and Assumptions of Whiteness and White Culture in the United States 
Figure 2 
Aspects and Assumptions of Whiteness and White Culture in the United States  
 
Note. Original graphic posted on the NMAAHC “Talking About Race” Portal. Retrieved from Tracinski, 
2020. https://thebulwark.com/where-progressives-and-the-alt-right-meet/. 
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 The Washington D.C. Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and 
Culture (NMAAHC) has an average of two million annual visitors, 100,000 members, and a $51 
million annual budget (NMAAHC, 2020; Smithsonian, 2019). On May 31, 2020, the museum 
published a digital graphic, “Aspects and Assumptions of Whiteness and White Culture in the 
United States” (Figure 2, Tracinski, 2020), to the museum’s Talking About Race digital portal. 
This portal is an online resource designed as a space to talk about race and its impact on society 
(NMAAHC, 2021). The “Aspects and Assumptions” publication, which included bulleted 
examples of what the graphic described as normalized White traditions and values, came from 
educator Judith H. Katz’s 1978 book, “White Awareness: Handbook for Anti-Racism Training.” 
Katz’s work focused on topics of race, social justice, and gender issues, and her involvement 
with the NMAAHC garnered backlash from Republican and right wing organizations and 
supporters (Chait, 2020). The graphic was removed from the museum on July 16, 2020, due to 
public outrage over the graphics contents (McGlone, 2020).  
Case 2: Recent Climatic Changes and Extinctions 
The American Museum of Natural History (AMNH), founded in 1869 in the Upper West 
Side of Manhattan, New York, has a collection of about 34 million artifacts and specimens and 
over 5 million annual visitors. On January 6, 2018, environmental economist Jonah Busch 
released a thread of Tweets (Figure 3, Busch, 2018) detailing an exhibition panel at the AMNH, 
titled “Recent Climatic Changes and Extinctions,” which featured misinformation and 
misleading information about the human impact on climate change (Potenza 2018). Busch 
misinterpreted signage throughout the museum floor and stated that the panel was located in the 
David M. Koch Dinosaur Wing (Potenza, 2018). David Koch is a fossil fuel magnate that was 
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previously pressured by the public to resign from the AMNH Board of Trustees due to potential 
conflicts of interest with Koch’s business (Potenza, 2018).  
Figure 3 
Tweet composed by Jonah Busch, January 6, 2018. 
 
 
Note. Tweet thread with photos taken by Busch from the AMNH. “I am shocked and saddened to see the 
American Museum of Natural History @amnh promoting misinformation on climate change in its David 
M. Koch-funded Dinosaur Wing 1/“ [Screenshot] Retrieved from twitter.com. 
The public asserted that the museum was presenting climate change propaganda in 
exchange for funding from Koch. On January 8, 2018, the museum clarified on Twitter that this 
panel was not located in the Koch Dinosaur Wing, but in the Hall of Advanced Mammals and 
Their Extinct Relatives, and was installed in the 1990s, before Koch joined the museum. This 
clarified the miscommunication but did not satisfy most people. This case, in the following 
weeks, spurred public outrage with the AMNH to remove anti-climate science and Republican 
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Party funder Rebekah Mercer from their Board of Trustees (Potenza, 2018). The Mercer 
controversy in late January 2018 strayed public attention from Busch’s claim. Consequently, 
little data existed outside of Twitter where Busch originally posted his thread of Tweets calling 
attention to the case. Although the museum clarified that the panel was not funded by or written 
with propagandistic intentions, Case 2 presents data from before the AMNH clarified the 
misunderstanding and after their statement.  
 Case 3: The Creation Museum 
Figure 4  
Tweet composed by the CM, April 1, 2021.  
 
 
Note. Tweet featuring photo of a baby in a womb. "Every human being has been uniquely created by 
God." [Screenshot]. Retrieved from twitter.com. 
In 2007, Ken Ham, CEO and former president of Answers in Genesis (AIG), “an apologetics 
ministry dedicated to helping Christians defend their faith and proclaim the gospel of Jesus 
Christ effectively,” founded the Creation Museum (CM) in St. Petersburg, Kentucky (AIG, 
2021). According to the museum’s website, "The Creation Museum shows why God’s infallible 
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Word, rather than man’s faulty assumptions, is the place to begin if we want to make sense of 
our world” (CM, 2021). This information stems from the Young Earth Creationist (YEC) 
religion, which follow ideas presented in the Bible, especially in the book of Genesis where the 
origins of Earth are outlined. According to Ross (2005), YEC believers “maintain that God 
created the entire universe during a six-day Creation Week about six thousand years ago” (p. 
319). Ross (2005) also states that YEC’s follow these four basic principles (p. 319): 
1. “An open philosophy of science (characterized by a lack of a priori convictions about what 
answers are/are not acceptable in science). 
2. All basic types of organisms were directly created by God during the creation week of 
Genesis 1-2. 
3. The curse of Genesis 3:14-19 profoundly affected every aspect of the natural economy. 
4. The flood of Noah was a historical event, global in extent and effect.” 
Since the museum shares information grounded in religious ideology that is often 
contested with scientific data, as shown in Figure 4 (CM, 2021), the museum is seen by many in 
the public a religious propagandist (Trollinger, 2016). Founded and funded by Answers in 
Genesis, the museum is not public, and does share statistical information, an annual report, or 
any information regarding their funding, leadership, Board of Trustees, or audience (AIG, 2021). 
Answers in Genesis provides some information about their operations, however details on the 
CM are not included. Additionally, financial and leadership information can be viewed only with 
a paid subscription. From claims and articles published on their website, the CM has between 
800,000 to 1 million annual visitors and 130 static and animatronic figures on site (CM, 2021). 
The CM also has a sister site called the Ark Encounter, which is a to-scale recreation of the 
biblical structure Noah’s Ark.  
Subtheme 2: Museum Public Responses 
 Case 1. On July 17, 2020, the NMAAHC posted a Tweet thread responding to public 
outrage over the Aspects and Assumptions graphic (NMAAHC, 2020). While the museum 
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apologized, writing, “We erred in including the chart. We have removed it, and we apologize. 
We are reviewing our policies to ensure that our digital materials reflect the quality you have 
come to expect. Education is core to our mission. We thank you for helping us be better,” in one 
Tweet, the public was not satisfied. The thread received 38 negative replies, in which it appeared 
that people, specifically conservative responders, expressed not trusting the museum and viewing 
the institution as racist, leftist, and polarizing. 
 Case 2. On January 8, 2018, two days after Jonah Busch initially raised awareness to the 
AMNH panel, the museum responded to clarify the correct location of the panel (Busch, 2018). 
Additionally, the museum stated that although the panel was not completely incorrect, it 
reflected data from 25 years ago when it was installed. The museum has since updated the panel 
to include recent climate data, but the case still spurred outrage. Even after the museum 
apologized to the public for the misinformation present in their hall, the museum’s involvement 
with climate change deniers David Koch and Rebekah Mercer was still questioned.  
 Case 3. The Creation Museum does not respond to public questions regarding the Young 
Earth Creationist religion. Instead, the museum only publishes Tweets about museum events, 
bible quotes, YEC beliefs, or animal facts. Rather than engage with members of the public that 
do not follow the same faith, the museum’s silence and lack of response acts as their public 
engagement and response to YEC doubters.  
The following sections explore Theme 2: Audience Interpretations, discussing the ways 
that personal identities of visitors impacted interpretations of museum communications. 
Examining external data gathered from Twitter posts and responses, this theme presents 
statistical data gathered through triangulation and open and axial coding. This section 
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additionally references scholarly and professional literature discussed in Chapter 2 to explain 
how the museum communications were interpreted as propaganda instead of persuasion. 
Theme 2: Audience Interpretations 
Subtheme 1: Museum Intent vs. Public Interpretation 
 As explored in Chapter 2, visitors come to museums with personal identities that impact 
their interpretations of museum communications (Christidou, 2013; Falk, 2009). These identities 
directly affect visitor meaning making, or how visitors make sense of museum communications 
based on aspects of their identity, life experiences, and values (Christidou, 2013). Data analyses 
of the museum case studies examined how opinions on race, climate change, political opinions, 
and religious beliefs led to visitor interpretations that misconstrued the museums’ intentions.  
Statistical data presented below represent a breakdown of responses posted to Tweets 
examined in this study. Due to the large volume of replies, this study analyzed at least 50 
comments from each post. If a post had less than 100 replies, all replies were categorized. When 
collecting data, using neutral search terms ensured that Twitter gathered Top Tweets that 
received the most engagement and were not based on a specific stance. In Case 1 for example, 
the phrase “NMAAHC White culture,” was searched, resulting in tens of Tweets, replies, and 
quote tweets related to that topic. While the responder identities of quoted Tweets will remain 
anonymous, the original Tweet posters will be named since they are all public figures and their 
personal opinions have an impact on what users see their Tweets. Lastly, although Twitter 
provided the total number of Tweet replies, this does not mean that every reply was viewable. 
Replies that were from suspended accounts, hidden due to offensive or inappropriate content, or 
were from private users were not included in this study since they were unavailable.  
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 Once Tweets were selected, each reply was read and tallied into an appropriate category. 
These included: negative, positive, neutral, irrelevant, and unclear responses. Negative responses 
included any response that had a clear negative opinion about the graphic or the museum. In 
Case 1, for example, negative replies often had words like “racist,” “dumb/idiotic/stupid,” 
“leftist/liberal” (in the context of the Tweet, these were insults), “insane,” etc. In one example, a 
Tweet read, “Don’t you just love how these progressives seem to automatically assume that 
minorities are incapable of these as well? Its almost as if THEY believe minorities are 
INFERIOR….Shows you who the true racists really are.” Positive responses were tallied if a 
user defended the museum or stated that they believed the museum to be right or a good 
resource. An example of a positive Tweet came in response to a person asking people to review 
the Creation Museum, “I went for the first time to both of them last year and I highly recommend 
them!! The Creation Museum has a planetarium which is one of my favorite parts!!”  
Neutral comments were the least common, as users rarely stated that they neither liked 
nor disliked the communications. When a post lacked verbiage that clearly identified the user’s 
feelings toward the museum, rather than label them as ‘neutral,’ they were tallied as ‘unclear’ to 
avoid misinterpreting a user’s feelings. An example of one of the most common unclear 
responses from Case 1 was “make a chart analyzing Black culture.” This type of response, as 
well as other sarcastic or satirical posts, were difficult to interpret without having more 
knowledge of the poster. Lastly, responses to another user’s reply that strayed off topic or did not 
mention the museum or the case were tallied as irrelevant. For example, in Case 1, in response to 
Congressman Chip Roy’s Tweet, a user wrote about Roy’s lack of attention to COVID-19. Since 
this reply was not referencing the graphic or the NMAAHC, it was tallied as irrelevant.  
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 Case 1. For the NMAAHC, after searching “NMAAHC White culture,” on Twitter, four 
Tweets from verified accounts, accounts with a large follower base, and with the largest number 
of replies were studied. These included satire writer Tatiana McGrath, political correspondent 
Byron York, Congressman Chip Roy, and author Christina Sommers. The fifth Tweet that was 
examined was an apology posted by the NMAAHC after their removal of the graphic. This 
Tweet provided data on how the museum’s direct followers responded to the incident.  
Figure 5 
Case 1 Twitter Data 
Note. Figure 5 represents a statistical breakdown of responses to the five Tweets outline above. 48% of 
responses to the five Tweets were negative, representing almost half of responses to the graphic. 26% of 
responses were not relevant to the case, 12% were unclear, 11% were positive, defending the graphic, and 
3% of responses were neutral. 
  




Case 1 Tweet Data 
















Tatiana McGrath, July 15, 2020. 
“According to the @NMAAHC, white 
culture is defined by independence, 
rational thought, hard work, respect 
for authority and politeness. To 
emulate black culture we therefore 
need to be more subservient, irrational, 
lazy, disrespectful and rude. THAT’s 
how you defeat racism.” 
No 189 24 4 2 44 20 2 
Byron York, July 15, 2020. “The 
National Museum of African 
American History & Culture wants to 
make you aware of certain signs of 
whiteness: Individualism, hard work, 
objectivity, the nuclear family, 
progress, respect for authority, delayed 
gratification, more. (via 
@RpwWilliams). 
Yes 9.3k 33 9 2 13 9 3 
Congressman Chip Roy’s Press 
Office, July 21, 2020. “Yesterday, I 
sent a letter to @RepMaloney 
requesting a hearing in the Oversight 
and Reform Committee (cc: 
@GOPoversight) on the use of 
taxpayer dollars in creating the 
@NMAAHC flyer “Aspects & 
Assumptions Whiteness & White 
Culture in The United States.” 
No 28 2 6 0 12 0 1 
Christina Sommers, July 15, 2020. 
“Sorry to see the @Smithsonian & 
@NMAAHC promoting nonsensical 
& racist views of Robin DiAngelo & 
company. So it’s “white” to believe in 
self-reliance, rationality, property 
rights, good manners and being on 
time? This is lunacy.” 
No 228 33 3 3 5 2 1 
NMAAHC, July 17, 2020. Tweet 1: 
“It is important for us as a country to 
talk about race. We thank those who 
shared concerns about our “Talking 
About Race” online portal. We need 
these types of frank and respectful 
interchanges as we as a country 
grapple with how we talk about race 
and its impact on our lives.” 
No 475 38 8 1 8 1 2 
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Data Analysis. Figure 6 is a compilation of data gathered from Case 1, including number 
breakdowns of each type of response shared to each Tweet. From this data, there were several 
common responses. In nearly every comment, the replier mentioned race, racial issues, or that 
the museum was leftist, liberal, or Marxist. The original author of the chart’s content, Judith 
Katz, when named, was always referred to in a negative light and often insulted for her Jewish 
heritage. Those who criticized Katz self-identified as “conservative” and against the “left” and 
“leftist” values. Those who did not know the graphic’s true origin demanded that the museum 
reveal or fire those responsible for the graphic. It was also apparent that commenters had 
negative feelings of the museum before reading the graphic. In these cases, the graphic served as 
confirmation that the user should dislike the museum, rather than the graphic changing their 
opinion. Additionally, some issues stemmed from the existence of a museum dedicated to 
African American history and culture and not about the true content of the museum. Most 
commenters did not know much about the museum’s actual content and instead assumed that the 
museum existed to further racial divisiveness in America.  
Many comments were racist and insulted African American people, referring to negative 
racial stereotypes stating that people of color are lazy, abuse drugs and welfare, dislike authority, 
and are sexually promiscuous. Conversely, other negative comments stated that the graphic was 
insulting to people of color, since it implied that they did not embody these cultural habits and 
were not capable of reaching success. Others took the graphic as an insult to White people and 
that White culture should be abolished. Lastly, a theme that emerged, especially in comments 
that directly criticized the museum, was the fact that the museum is funded from American tax 
dollars. These repliers were angry that this institution was misusing the American publics’ 
money to create offensive content. One responder wrote, “Reprehensible, racist content coming 
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from our nation’s ‘premier’ publicly funded cultural and scientific institution. Every black or 
brown person I know would be offended by this content, slandering their work ethic & ‘evil’ 
individualism as inherent whiteness’?! Shameful.”  
Case 2. All data in Case 2 (AMNH) was examined identically to Case 1, however Case 2 
examined replies to Jonah Busch’s initial Tweet thread and a Quote Tweet from Jess Phoenix, a 
volcanic expert who shared Busch’s Tweet to her followers.  
Figure 7  
Case 2 Twitter Data 
 
 
Note. Figure 7 represents a statistical breakdown of data gathered from responses to the two Tweets. Over 
half of responses were negative, whereas only 4% of responses defended the museum. Additionally, 26% 
of responses were irrelevant, 3% were unclear, and 2% were neutral.  
  
























Jonah Busch, January 6, 2018. “I am 
shocked and saddened to see the 
American Museum of Natural 
History @amnh promoting 
misinformation on climate change in 
its David M. Koch-funded Dinosaur 
Wing 1/“ 
No 132 49 3 2 21 3 8 
Jess Phoenix, January 7, 2018. “Read 
this thread. @AMNH is a trusted 
place where people go to learn facts. 
They should not be promoting 
misinformation about #science.” 
No 8 6 0 0 1 0 2 
 
 
Data Analysis. Figure 8 represents data collected from Twitter posts and responses. 
While there were not as many posts for Case 2 compared to Case 1, the results remained that 
many were outraged at misinformation in the museum, but mainly that the hall was funded by a 
controversial figure. Even when the museum clarified that the hall was not funded by Koch, 
responses stated that the museum should not have misleading information from 25 years ago in 
their institution. This case further inspired outrage at the presence of Rebekah Mercer on the 
museum’s board, which was reflected in the comments. On Busch’s post, one responder wrote, 
“The Kochs control the Republican Party and now they are controlling a display at the Museum 
of Natural History? If you pay for a wing, you can have false information in an exhibit to push 
your own agenda? Unbelievable.” In another comment, “@AMNH it is unacceptable to allow 
$$$ to obstruct your mission and duty. Whoever has allowed this travesty should be fired 
immediately & a full explanation, apology & correction issued to the public, who have supported 
the museum all these years.”  
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Even when the museum released a clarifying Tweet, people’s opinions toward the 
museum did not change: “More about that crazy misinformation about #climatechange @AMNH 
-- not a Koch Bros conspiracy, says Museum, just outdated signage. Really? Well, we still expect 
better from AMNH,” and, “This is a significant ethical breach. The public must be able to trust 
the @AMNH to act as an educational institution untainted by ideological disinformation. This is 
especially important on issues that impact public health and human safety, which climate change 
certainly does.” 
Case 3. Since the CM did not have one specific propaganda example to research, the 
term “Creation Museum” was searched, and all Tweets that were gathered were tallied from the 
Top and Latest categories. Additionally, one Tweet from professional baseball player Aubrey 
Huff was also included in this study. 
Figure 9 
Case 3 Twitter Data 
 
Note. Figure 9 represents a statistical breakdown of Tweets posted under the search category “Creation 
Museum” on Twitter. This case varied from Cases 1 and 2 in that 39% of responses were positive, and 
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only 23% were negative. This case also had 27% irrelevant responses, 1% neutral responses, and 10% 
unclear responses.   
Figure 10 




















Thread 1: “Top” Category Yes 60 23 10 0 19 8 0 
Thread 2: “Latest” Category Yes 26 11 1 0 8 6 0 
Aubrey Huff, March 1, 2021. “Has 
anyone been to the creation museum in 
Kentucky……Opinions? 
Yes 114 18 59 2 21 5 0 
 
Data Analysis. As shown in Figure 10, this case provided more positive responses than 
Case 1 and Case 2. Those who were YEC’s viewed the museum positively and as a factual 
source of information. Those who were not YEC’s, or who were once a YEC but left the church, 
exclusively responded negatively towards the museum. For example, Aubrey Huff’s Tweet, 
which did not criticize the museum, resulted in many responses praising and recommending the 
CM. A large number of responders to Huff indicated that they lived close to the museum, which 
was similar to the posts that were gathered from Twitter’s search algorithm. However, in both 
Tweet threads, many comments from people who stated they visited the museum because of a 
school trip or event spoke negatively about the museum.  
Subtheme 2: Propaganda vs. Persuasion 
 The sections below explain, based on scholarly and professional literature gathered in 
Chapter 2, how each case was interpreted as propaganda by the public rather than persuasion.  
 Case 1. While it was not clear that the NMAAHC intended to spread propaganda or false 
information, data showed that the public viewed the museum’s graphic as racial propaganda. 
Referring to definitions and types of propaganda examined in Chapter 2, it was determined that 
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the majority of Twitter responders viewed the graphic as white propaganda that sought to paint 
White Americans in a negative light (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Koppang, 2009; Schettler, 
1950; Sproule, 2001). As defined in Chapter 2, white propaganda is a methodology closely 
linked to perception management that uses information that is correctly identified but 
manipulated to promote a specific image (Brewer, 2009; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). In this 
case, responders believed that the propaganda promoted the idea that White people are evil, 
people of color do not possess these traits, and that White culture should be abolished. The 
character depiction of White people in the graphic was seen as an example of Walton’s 
Argumentum ad Hominem, or the use of character assassination on an opponent, and Miller’s 
name calling propaganda technique that directs negative attention toward an opponent through 
offensive labels or names (Koppang, 2009; Schettler, 1950; Sproule, 2001). Common words used 
to describe the graphic’s ideas were “racist,” “communist,” “Marxist,” “leftist,” “stereotypical,” 
“disrespectful,” “insulting,” and more. 
 Case 2. In the timeframe that Busch’s accusation remained uncorrected, the public 
believed the AMNH was spreading black propaganda. In black propaganda, the source of 
information is either hidden or false, and the information presented is disinformation (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019). Disinformation contains information that is either false, incomplete, or 
misleading that is crafted to influence an audience’s perceptions (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). 
Since the information presented is often false, the ability to convince an audience is difficult and 
relies on people’s willingness to trust their source of information. As an American museum, 
according to research identified in Chapter 1, upwards of 74% of Americans are likely to believe 
this information (CFM, 2019; Dilenschnieder, 2017, 2019, 2020). If Koch was a propagandist, he 
would be guilty of engaging in Walton’s Argumentum ad Auctoritate, or providing proof from an 
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authoritative figure (e.g., from the museum) (Koppang, 2009). This is also an example of 
Miller’s Testimonial technique, which associates the propagandist(s) with a trustworthy, revered, 
or authoritative source, and Card Stacking, the use of distortion and omission in order to manage 
perceptions of the audience (Schettler, 1950; Sproule, 2001). 
 Case 3. The information presented in the Creation Museum stems from the YEC religion. 
In this case, the propaganda was only perceived by those who did not believe in YEC. This was 
an example of voluntary compliance as studied in Chapter 2: “there are instances of propaganda 
where an audience may offer “voluntary compliance” to believe a propagandist with hidden 
intentions when the message of the propagandist fits with their personal beliefs (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019, p. 36). Jowett and O’Donnell (2019) state that when a propagandist publishes 
messages that play into prejudices or self-interests of an audience, an audience accepts this 
manipulation since it fulfills their desires to have their prejudices spoken and reinforced. While 
the propagandist and the audience have their hidden needs fulfilled, the manipulation of the 
exchange designates the interaction as propaganda rather than persuasion (Jowett & O’Donnell, 
2019).” 
 The museum states that all information shared comes from scientific evidence that has 
been reinterpreted through YEC beliefs and the Bible (CM, 2021). Historians and scientists 
debate whether the Bible is a source of historical fact, a primary source document that is open to 
interpretation, or if it is only reliable in sharing how the idea of God and Christianity became 
known (Kaufman, 1971). Therefore, information presented in the Creation Museum is not 
accepted by the majority of the scientific and historical community. This type of information is 
known as subpropaganda, originally coined by Leonard Doob (1948, as cited in Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019) which seeks to spread an unfamiliar doctrine or idea to an audience (Jowett & 
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O’Donnell, 2019). A propagandist establishes a positive relationship with an audience over a 
long period of time, similar to practices in white propaganda, to spread a particular idea, like 
religion. 
Summary 
 This chapter presented findings from a multisite case study analysis of three American 
museums, the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture, the 
American Museum of Natural History, and the Creation Museum. The findings sought to explore 
and answer this research question: 
RQ: In what ways do propaganda and persuasion in American museums impact public 
trust? 
From this case study, two themes emerged: Museum Communications and Audience 
Interpretations. Within the theme of Museum Communications, subthemes explored the ways in 
which the three museum case studies communicated with the public, through their original 
publication and with their response to the public through social media or public relations. The 
theme of Audience Interpretations examined the ways in which audience meaning making can 
misconstrue museum intentions. Subtheme 2 explored how audience interpretations led to 
museum publications being classified as propaganda rather than persuasion. The following 
chapter presents and further discusses findings and emergent themes, recommendations and 
implications for the field, strengths and limitations of the study, and conclusions of the project.   
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Chapter 5  
Conclusion 
Introduction 
 Chapter 1 identified that the world is currently facing an information bankruptcy, where 
public trust in information centers are at all-time lows and most of the world’s population do not 
practice good information hygiene (Edelman, 2021). Despite battling this international infodemic 
(Edelman, 2021), American citizens believe that American museums are one of the most 
trustworthy sources of information (CFM, 2019; Dilenschneider, 2020). Museums hold public 
trust, or “the trust and confidence that the public has given to the museum to collect, preserve, 
and make available works of art” (Tam, 2017, p. 862). However, Chapter 1 also explored how 
museums, historically and today, have shared falsities, misrepresented certain communities 
(namely people of color), and furthered narratives that endorsed a Eurocentric power structure 
(Dianina, 2010; Fitzmaurice, 2018; Fraser, 2019; Kreps, 2003; Valdeon, 2015; Zabalueva, 2017). 
The impact of this reality was shown through Arteaga and Bercaw’s (2020) NMAH program 
“Transformative Politics: Undocumented Immigrant Activism 2000 to Present,” where museum 
misrepresentations of people of color fractured the trust of the undocumented immigrant 
community, making outreach to this community difficult.  
 Chapter 2 subsequently reviewed literature that examined three overarching themes: 
museums and communication, which presented sub-themes of museums as educators, museums 
in history, and museums as persuaders; propaganda and persuasion, which analyzed the unique 
differences between the two communication practices that make them difficult to discern and 
identify; and museum audience interpretations, which examined the different ways that visitors 
engage with museum publications based on their personal beliefs.  
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With these chapters as foundations, this research project sought to determine in what 
ways propaganda and persuasion impact the American public’s trust in museums. Through a 
qualitative multisite case study, detailed in Chapter 3, data was collected from three museum 
case studies from the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture 
(MNAAHC) in Washington D.C. (Case 1), the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) 
in New York City (Case 2), and the Creation Museum (CM) in Petersburg, Kentucky (Case 3). 
In this study, Twitter posts, comments, and external museum data that examined three examples 
of museum propaganda were used to interpret how publicly perceived propaganda impacted 
public trust. This data and research from the previous chapters informed findings on the 
following research question:  
 RQ: In what ways do propaganda and persuasion in American museums impact public 
trust? 
The following section further explores findings from this multisite case study. 
Conclusions/Discussion 
After examining data gathered from a multisite case study analysis of three American 
museums, two overarching themes emerged: Museum Communications and Audience 
Interpretations. Within these themes existed several sub-themes. In Theme 1, Museum 
Communications, there were two ways that the museum sites communicated with the public. 
First, through their initial publication, which was the propaganda or persuasion example under 
study, and second, through their replies or apologies to the public after public outrage was 
expressed. In Theme 2, Audience Interpretations, sub-themes emerged as personal identities and 
its impact on interpretations of communications, followed by how these identities led to the 
classification of museum propaganda and persuasion.   
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 From these themes, connections were made to the review of the literature in Chapter 2. 
Jowett and O’Donnell (2019) and Tutui (2017) state that propaganda and persuasion have 
subjective definitions that often lead to misinterpretation, as seen in these three cases. While 
propaganda is not inherently negative, historic usage of the practice has caused the American 
public to believe that it is (Brewer, 2009; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019; Koppang, 2009). Since 
museums use communication, persuasion, and propaganda often, there are many opportunities 
for public misinterpretation (Edson & Dean, 1994; Golding et al., 2014). Golding et al. (2014) 
and Kreps (2003) also state that the existence of Eurocentrism and negative propaganda in 
museums has caused public questioning of museum practices and intentions. Lastly, Christidou 
(2013) explored the ways that visitors interpret museum communications through audience 
meaning making, and Falk (2009) argues that these visitor interpretations are difficult to predict 
even with audience research. It was therefore determined that propaganda and persuasion 
negatively impact public trust in museums when visitors misinterpret museum communications 
as negative propaganda. This means that public trust in museums can become fractured even if 
museums do not intentionally spread propaganda. Lastly, museum intent had little impact on 
audience interpretations, since audiences made their own meaning with communications.  
In each case, personal beliefs regarding racism (Case 1), climate change and political 
affiliations (Case 2), or religious orientation (Case 3) affected how visitors interpreted the three 
museums’ communications. As stated in the review of the literature, audiences are persuaded 
more often with messages that reaffirm their prejudices, beliefs, or self-interests (Jowett & 
O’Donnell, 2019). Audiences are therefore more likely to reject messaging that goes against their 
personal beliefs (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). In Case 1, as explored in Chapter 4, almost all 
replies examined mentioned race or some issue regarding race. Additionally, many that 
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expressed outrage over the museum’s “Aspects and Assumptions” publication already had 
negative feelings toward the museum, arguing that the existence of a museum dedicated to the 
history and culture of African American people was furthering divisiveness in America. This is 
an example of how audiences interpret communications to confirm prejudices, even if that was 
not the message’s original intention (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). In Case 1, the communication 
example confirmed their opinions about the museum, rather than ruined their good opinion of it. 
For commenters that did seem to trust the museum, this publication was the reason they no 
longer wanted to visit, trust, or fund the museum through their tax dollars.  
 In Case 2, the communication example was the reason that many repliers lost trust in the 
AMNH, since personal opinions regarding climate change and political affiliations determined 
their opinion. Brewer (2009), Koppang (2009), and Jowett and O’Donnell (2019) argue that 
since 9/11, Americans are more likely to recognize propaganda, especially from the government. 
Additionally, historic studies into propaganda have made Americans more aware of political 
propaganda, causing a distrust of political figures throughout the 20th and 21st centuries (Brewer, 
2009; Koppang, 2009). Since David Koch, who was accused of funding the climate change 
misinformation, was affiliated with the Republican party, Republican views, and was a 
contributor to environmental damage with his fossil fuel business, many commenters accused the 
museum of taking paid bribes to share climate change misinformation. With the scandal 
regarding Rebekah Mercer that emerged in the following weeks of when Case 3 was brought to 
public attention, her connections with the Republican Party furthered these ideas about the 
museum. Therefore, those that opposed the Republican Party and climate change misinformation 
believed that the museum was spreading propaganda and lost trust in the museum.  
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 Lastly, Case 3, as a religious institution, was the clearest case of how audience 
interpretations impacted trust. For the Creation Museum, all visitors that followed the Young 
Earth Creationist religion viewed the museum as an essential part of their community sharing 
truthful information and interpretations of the bible. Those who did not follow this religion felt 
that the museum was spreading religious propaganda and ideas not based in science. The review 
of the literature found that since propaganda dissemination began with the Catholic Church, 
religion has been connected to propaganda for centuries (Taylor, 2003). In this case, as a result, 
people who were not a part of the YEC church did not trust in the museum, even before viewing 
their communications. Many commenters used the Creation Museum as the butt of a joke, 
implying that if someone was misinformed or delusional, then they must be a visitor of this 
museum. Those who expressed that they lost trust in the museum were people that were brought 
to the museum as children or through their school and have grown up to reject the church and its 
beliefs. The following section identifies recommendations for the field to combat the issues 
raised from these findings, ensuring that these cases are reduced moving forward.  
Recommendations  
Propaganda is, “the deliberate, systematic attempt to shape perceptions, manipulate 
cognitions, and direct behavior to achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the 
propagandist” (Jowett & O’Donnell, 2019). To maintain public trust in museums, the field must 
develop steps and procedures to ensure that propaganda or any forms of propaganda, such as 
misinformation or disinformation, are not spread through museum communications. From 
research, data, and findings from this study, a four-step process to prevent, act upon, remove, and 
respond to propaganda was developed. Displayed in Figure 11, museums can follow the four 
A’s: Awareness, Authenticity, Action, and Accountability, to do this.  





T O  P R E V E N T  T H E  S P R E A D  O F  P R O P A G A N D A  A N D
M A I N T A I N  P U B L I C  T R U S T
FOLLOW THE 4 A'S 
P r o p a g a n d a :  T h e  d e l i b e r a t e  a t t e m p t  t o  d i r e c t  b e h a v i o r  &  p e r c e p t i o n s  t o  a c h i e v e  a  d e s i r e d  r e s p o n s e .  
T h i s  g u i d e  w a s  d e v e l o p e d  a s  p a r t  o f  t h e  M a s t e r ' s  T h e s i s ,  P r o p a g a n d a  o r  P e r s u a s i o n :  A  M u l t i s i t e  C a s e
S t u d y  A n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  I m p a c t  o f  M u s e u m  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  o n  A m e r i c a n  P u b l i c  T r u s t ,  b y  D e v o n  M a n c i n i ,  i n
p a r t i a l  f u l f i l l m e n t  o f  t h e  M a s t e r  o f  A r t s  i n  M u s e u m  P r o f e s s i o n s  d e g r e e  a t  S e t o n  H a l l  U n i v e r s i t y .  ©  2 0 2 1 .  
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 Step 1: Awareness. Museums should create training and resources to educate staff of 
what propaganda is, how it is disseminated, and how it can impact public trust. Professionals will 
also be able to recognize propaganda during the communication creation process, publication 
process, or as it exists in the museum. Additionally, through educating staff on audience meaning 
making and through understanding the community, museums are better able to create content 
that uses appropriate language and is respectful and considerate of the communities they serve.  
  Step 2: Authenticity.  Professionals should learn to create authentic material based in 
fact and recognize the importance of doing so. This importance should be instilled in all museum 
staff, since they are representatives of the institution and create communications.  
Step 3: Action. This step is to be used when propaganda is found during the creation or 
publication process, or if propaganda is found in the museum. Museum professionals must take 
action to remove the propaganda or bring the example to the attention of higher museum staff. 
From here, staff should address how the propaganda came into existence.  
Step 4: Accountability. Step 4 is then needed to hold individuals accountable for their 
actions, whether they were intentionally creating propaganda or not. Accountability is also 
necessary for a museum when they are accused by the public of spreading propaganda. In these 
instances, the museum must address their role in spreading propaganda and do what they can to 
improve, repair, or maintain trust with their community. 
 The culminating section details strengths and limitations of the study, and additionally 
outlines potential aspects of researcher bias based on the researcher’s background, lived 
experiences, and researcher lens.  
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Strengths and Limitations 
 Strengths. After conducting a review of the literature, it became clear that examinations 
of propaganda do not occur until years after the case (Dianina, 2010; La, 2012; Zabalueva, 
2017). This can often mean that the public is not aware of propaganda in their society until years 
after the manipulation occurred. By examining social media, this case study examined how 
propaganda was shared, how the public received the propaganda, and how the public responded 
in a time frame much closer to the cases than in historical studies. Social media also provided 
access to responses from members of the public that may have not been included in a historical 
study, as these data sets were not common in other case studies examined. Additionally, 
responses provided key insights to how the public reacted to a museum’s apology for publishing 
content that the public deemed offensive, as seen in Cases 1 and 2.  
 Limitations. Although Twitter was an essential component of this study, lack of 
consistent data across different social media sites meant that Twitter became the only social 
media site examined. Multiple age groups and other demographics may have been excluded from 
the study, however, responses seemed to come from a wide variety of demographics. Across the 
three cases, the amount of responses and posts regarding the cases varied, affecting the amount 
of data available for study. Additionally, as defined in Chapter 4, Twitter’s algorithm for 
gathering relevant Tweets may have affected which posts were shown, even when using neutral 
search terms. Although this was possible, it did not seem apparent that this was the case.  
 Researcher Bias. This study was examined through a researcher lens that centered 
around aspects of the researcher’s personal development and educational background. First, the 
researcher is an aspiring museum professional interested in pursuing areas of visitor engagement, 
like education, exhibitions, and programming. The researcher’s personal philosophy is to provide 
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museum experiences that are welcoming to all and highlight untold stories that may have been 
misrepresented, forgotten, or falsely told. Additionally, the researcher approached this topic after 
receiving a BA in History from Montclair State University in 2018, with minors and special foci 
in Russian Interdisciplinary Studies and International Studies. It was through this Russian focus 
and particular interest in Soviet history that the researcher first became interested in propaganda 
and the way that museums have been equipped to spread misinformation. As a historian, the 
researcher studies and shares stories of non-Western civilizations, analyzing their impact and 
influence on the Western world. The researcher is also a 20th century historian focusing on 
events that attacked human rights or cultures, such as the Rwandan genocide, the Khmer Rouge, 
Korenizatsiya, and the Holodomor. Lastly, as a natural-born citizen of the United States, the 
researcher is a product of this nation’s specific cultural elements, beliefs, and political ideologies.  
Summary 
This study identified that in an infodemic, museums have maintained public trust in 
America (CFM, 2019; Dilenschneider, 2017, 2019, 2020; Edelman, 2021). Through reviewing 
scholarly and professional literature, this study addressed the historic and present role of 
museums as influencers of culture, society, and identity (Schwarzer, 2006). However, the review 
of the literature also conveyed that museums have historically spread Eurocentrism, propaganda, 
and misinformation to promote a government, marginalize a community, or maintain a power 
structure (Denton, 2005; Dianina, 2010; La, 2014; Lira, 2002; Nanda, 2004; Teryukova, 2014; 
Zabalueva, 2017). This fact has led to a fracturing of trust for many communities, mainly 
communities of color (Arteaga & Bercaw, 2020). As Arteaga and Bercaw (2020) found, once 
fractured, these community relationships are difficult to earn back. Today, many museums, in an 
attempt to rebuild community relationships, are facing their Eurocentric and imperialistic 
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histories (Fraser, 2019; Kreps, 2003) to decolonize their institutions and shift to a community 
focus (Anderson, 2012; Cobb & Lonetree, 2008; Lonetree, 2012).  
While many museums are in the midst of restructuring to serve their communities, the 
effects of historic practices linger in the public’s perceptions. This study therefore sought to 
examine the impact of propaganda and persuasion in museums on American public trust. 
Through a multisite case study analysis, and after reviewing several scholarly and professional 
publications, it was determined that propaganda and persuasion in museums have a negative 
impact on public trust when museum publications are misinterpreted due to audience meaning 
making. Museums risk losing public trust because of propaganda even if they do not 
intentionally seek to spread it in a negative way. From this conclusion, museum professionals 
must begin to follow clear policy and procedures to ensure that negative propaganda does not 
reach the public through museum spaces. As the last trusted source of information in America, 
museums have a responsibility to maintain this trust and make any necessary changes to museum 
spaces, such as removing Euro-centric power structures or misrepresentations of other cultures. 
By following the four A’s: Awareness, Authenticity, Action, and Accountability, museums can 
prevent, remove, or respond to any existences of propaganda in their institutions. 
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